Philippines—Foreign relations—France

Academic librarians—In-service training
Z 682.4.C63 .In89 2009

Academic libraries
Z 675.U5 .Al88 2011

Accounting—Data processing
HF 5679 .B147 2010

Accounting—Problems, exercises, etc.
HF 5661 .M319 2007

HF 5661 .M319 2009

Accounting—Study and teaching—Philippines
HF 5635 .B387 2000

Accounting
HF 5635 .B21a 2007

HF 5635 .B21 2004

HF 5635 .H273 2000b

HF 5636 .R571 2006 v.1

HF 5636 .R571 2005 v.1

HF 5635 .Sp41 2011 v.1

HF 5635 .V238 2006 v.1
Acquisitions (Libraries)


Advertising


Agoncillo, Teodoro A—Anecdotes


Aralon, Rogelio B.


Algebra—Textbooks


Algebra


Almanacs, Philippine—Periodicals


American Sign Language—Dictionaries


Apartment houses


Applied linguistics


Aquino, Benigno Simeon Cojuangco, 1960-


Aragon, Gloria T.


Archaeology

Architectural practice—United States

Architecture—Environmental aspects

Architecture and state—Philippines

Art—Philosophy

Arts—Data processing

Asia—Economic policy

Audio amplifiers—Design and construction

Authors, Filipino—20th century—Interviews

Automobiles—Maintenance and repair—Mathematics

Batangas (Philippines: Province)—History

Beer

Benedict XVI, Pope, 1927—Fiction

Bereavement—New Hampshire—Fiction

Besa, Solita F. Camara, 1915-

Bible—Devotional use
Bonifacio, Andres, 1863-1897
Quezon City: University of the Philippines Press. DS 675.8.B7 .Ag74 2002

Bowling Green State University. Music Library and Sound Recordings Archives

Brand name products


Brewing—Handbooks, manuals, etc.

Building—Superintendence

Business communication

Business law—United States—Cases

Cake decorating

Calculus—Textbooks

Carmelites Third Order—Asia

Catholic Bishops’ Conference of the Philippines

Catholic Church—Doctrines

Catholic Church—Philippines—History

Chemical Process Control
Chemistry—Textbooks
QD 33.2 .B897 2011

QD 31.3 .W618c 2010

QD 33.2 .M394 2012

Child development—Handbooks, manuals, etc.
HQ 772 .H191 2009

Child psychotherapy
RJ 504 .P881 2008

Children's stories, Filipino
PL 6165.4.G256 .Ar86 2007


Christianity—Philippines—History—19th century
DS 675 .B598 2009

Church history
BR 145.3 .H435 2006

Coastal zone management—Philippines

College readers
PE 1417 .P976 1991

Color—Psychic aspects

Commercial art—California—Los Angeles—History—20th century
NC 998.5.C22 .L676 1999

Commercial art—Themes, motives
NC 1000 .T732 2002

Communication
P 90 .V583 2012
Drama in education
PN 3171 .J951 2009

Early childhood education—Curricula—United States
LB 1139.4 .K914e 2011

Ecology—Mathematics
Chichester, UK: Wiley. QH 323.5 .M433 2011

Education—Philosophy
LB 14.7 .C969 2009

Education—Research—Methodology
LB 1028 .N429 2010

Education, Higher—United States
LB 2341 .Sm27 2011

Education, Higher
LB 2322.2 .L469 2010

Electric motors

Electrical engineering
TK 146 .H174 2011

Electronic commerce
HF 5548.32 .Sch5 2011

Electronic data processing—Auditing
HF 5548.35 .H143 2010
Embyology

Emotions in children

Emotions
BF 531 .Em69 2008

Employees—Recruiting

Encyclopedias and dictionaries
AE 5 .K760 2009

Engineering mathematics
TA 330 .Ad95 2011

English as a second language

English language—Prepositions
PE 1335 .H675 2011

English language—Study and teaching—Foreign speakers
PE 1128.A2 .D676 1988

PE 1128.A2 .Ec43 2011


English language—Style
PE 1421 .M312 2010

English language—Textbooks for foreign speakers
PE 1128 .L697 2010 bk.1

Environmental economics

Environmental sciences
GE 105 .En89 2011
Erotic stories, Filipino
PL 6164.5 .L136 2011

Ethnicity—Southeast Asia
DS 523.3 .Ur18 2009

Ethnology—Field work
GN 346 .P298 2005

Ethnology—Methodology
5th ed. Lanham, MD: AltaMira Press. 
GN 345 .B456 2011

Executives
HD 38.2 .Eb61 2006

Feminism—International cooperation
Mariano, D. (2007). People’s communications for development, PC4D: how intermediary groups use communication tools for grassroots women’s empowerment. [S.l.]: Creative Commons. 
HQ 1101 .M337 2007

Feminism—United States
HQ 1426 .F349 2009

Filipino language—New words
PL 6059 .Sa96 2007

Filipino language—Study and teaching (Higher)
PL 5517 .At16 2009

Filipino poetry
PL 6165.4.A573 .Sa86 2005

Filipinos—Foreign countries—Employment
JV 8685 .Sa58 2006

Finance, Public—United States—Accounting
HJ 9801 .G766 1998

Finance
HG 173 .M454 2011

Financial statements
HF 5635 .H273 2000b

Fingerprints
HV 6074 .B144 2009
Finite element method

Folklore—Philippines

Folklore, Philippine

Food—Dictionaries

Food crops—Philippines

Food service—Cost control


Food service management

Forgery of antiquities

Garden structures—Designs and plans

Gastronomy—Dictionaries

Genetically modified foods

Geography—Handbooks, manuals, etc.

Globalization—Asia—Congresses

Grammar, Comparative and general
Graphic arts—21st century
NC 998.4 .F847 2009

Graphic arts—Competitions—United States—Exhibitions—Periodicals

Graphic arts
NC 997 .Am18a 2011


Graphic design (Typography)
Z 246 .G82 2002

Green marketing

Herbs—Therapeutic use
RM 666 .T437h 1994

Historic buildings—Philippines—Conservation and restoration

Historical fiction
PS 9993.E53 .Sa44 2006

History—Philosophy
D 16.8 .D288 2010

Homosexuality and literature—Philippines
PN 56.H57 .T149 2011

Hotels—Decoration—Pictorial works
NA 7800 .P937 2009

Hukbong Mapagpalaya ng Bayan

Human rights

Icons (Computer graphics)—Design
QA 76.76.C672 .N499 2006
Ignatius of Loyola, Saint, 1491-1556.

Immigrants—Cultural assimilation—Australia

Imperialism—United States

Industrial procurement

Information storage and retrieval systems

Information technology—Management

Information technology

Insect pests—Control

Intercultural communication

Interior architecture

Interior decoration—Mexico—History—20th century—Pictorial works

International business enterprises—Management

International economic relations

International relations

Intervention (International law)
Jesus Christ—Character
BT 304 .G131 2008

Juvenile delinquency
HV 9069 .G939 2008

Kafka, Franz, 1883-1924—Translations into English

Klooster, Dale H. Integrated accounting (Computer file)
HF 5679 .K694i 2011

Landscape gardening—Designs and plans
SB 473 .H752 2003

Language acquisition
P 118 .C884 2008

Language and education
P 40.8 .W168 2011

Learning, Psychology of
LB 1060 .L479 2011

Legal documents—Identification
HV 8074 .K124 2009

Letterheads—Design
NC 1002.L47 .L569 2002

Librarians—Time management
Z 682.35.T55 .H589 2010

Librarians—Vocational guidance
Z 682.35.V62 .M584 2011

Library personnel management
Z 682 .M214 2010

Library science—United States
Z 665.2.U6 .R824 2004

Life sciences—Experiments
QH 307.2 .R943 2011

**Mass media—Social aspects**

**Mass media**


**Mathematics**

**Mechanics, Applied—Textbooks**

**Medical education—Philippines**

**Memory—Social aspects**

**Microbiology—Statistical methods**

**Microbiology**

**Microcontrollers—Programming**

**Microeconomics**

**Microsoft Visual studio**

**Military art and science—History**

**Mineral industries—Philippines**
Molecular ecology
QH 541.15.M63 .F876 2011

Monet, Claude, 1840-1926.

Motion pictures—Philippines—Reviews
PN 1993.5.P6 .Ur3 2010

Motion pictures—Production and direction—Handbooks, manuals, etc.

Museums—Social aspects

Music—Instruction and study

Negotiable instruments—Philippines

Office buildings—21st century

Office layout—Planning

Operations research—Handbooks, manuals, etc.

Organizational behavior


Organizational change

Organizational effectiveness

Palm frond weaving—Philippines

Pamphlets—Design

Paper folding (Graphic design)

Paradise in literature

Parapsychology in mass media

Parishes—Philippines—19th century—Directories

Partnership

Peace—Religious aspects

Personal coaching

Personnel management

Phenotypic plasticity

Philip II, King of Spain, 1527-1598

Philippine—Ficition (English)

Philippine drama (Filipino)
Philippine essays (English)


Philippine essays (English)—Collected works


Philippine fiction (English)

Philippine languages—Grammar

Philippine literature—History and criticism

Philippine literature (English)—History and criticism

Philippine Literature (Hiligaynon)

Philippine literature

Philippine poetry (English)

Philippine poetry (English)—Collections

Philippine poetry (Filipino)

Philippines—Constitutional law

Philippines—History
Philippines—Social life and customs

**Philosophy, Filipino**

**Philosophy, Philippines**

**Photography—Digital techniques**


**Photography—History**

**Pinpin, Tomas**

**Plants, Cultivated.**

**Police—Great Britain—Examinations—Study guides**

**Police administration**

**Political anthropology—Asia, Southeastern**

**Politics and government**

**Portrait photography**

**Product management—Environmental aspects**

**Production management**
Programmable controllers
TJ 223.P76 .L855 2010

Project management

HD 69.P75 .N213 2008

HD 69.P75 .P432 2010

HD 69.P75 .W125 2010

Proposal writing in business
HF 5718.5 .H187 2011

HF 5718.5 .K528 2009

Psychology—Philippines

Psychology—Research—Methodology
BF 76.5 .M122 2010

Psychology—Textbooks

Psychology, Pathological

Psychometrics

Public relations—Cross-cultural studies—Handbooks, manuals, etc.

Rational emotive behavior therapy

RC 489.R3 .D847 2004

Reading—Social aspects—United States
LB 1050.2 .V868 2011
Reading (Higher education)

Reading (Secondary)—Handbooks, manuals, etc.

Reading, Psychology of

Reflexology (Therapy)

Regionalism—East Asia

Religion—Philosophy

Report writing

Reportage literature—Handbooks, manuals, etc.

Reportage literature

Research—Methodology—Textbooks

Research—Methodology

Research

Resort architecture

Revolutionary literature, Philippine

Rizal, José 1861-1896—Bibliography
Rizal, Jose, 1861-1896—Criticism and interpretation


Robots in art
NC 825.R56 .T374 2006

Samaro-Leytean poetry—Collected works
PL 6174.A52 .F718 2010

Santos, Bienvenido N., 1911-
PS 9993.S238 .C889 2005

Scarfes—History—20th century—Catalogs
GT 2113 .A115 2011

School improvement programs—United States
LB 2822.82 .M778 2010

Schuck, Herman Leopold, 1938-
VK 140.S38 .M764 2005

Science—Study and teaching (Elementary)
LB 1585 .N963 2011

Security systems
HV 8290 .W850 2007

Selling
HF 5438.25 .F989 2011

Short stories—Philippine (Fiction)

Short stories, Philippine (English)
PS 9993.C3296 .B385 2011


Short stories, Philippine
PS 9993.F776 .M289 2004
Short story

Signs and signboards—Design

Six sigma (Quality control standard)

Slavery—History

Sleep disorders—Treatment

Sociolinguistics—Philippines

Sociology—History

Software engineering—Encyclopedias

Southeast Asia—Politics and government—1945-

Spanish language—Study and teaching

Sports—Management

Sports—Vocational guidance

Strength of materials

Student teaching—United States

Taxation—Philippines
Teachers—United States—Handbooks, manuals, etc.

Teams in the workplace

Technical writing—Vocational guidance

Terrorism—United States—Prevention

Test of English as a Foreign Language—Study guides

Text messages (telephone systems)—Poetry

Tourism

United States—Historiography

United States. Dept. of Homeland Security

University of the Philippines (Diliman)—History

University of the Philippines Alumni

University of the Philippines at Los Baños—History

Vehicles in art

Visual communication

Vygotskii, L. S. (Lev Semenovich), 1896-1934
Web sites—Design


Wine tasting—Handbooks, manuals, etc.

Women—Employment—Effect of technological innovations

Women politicians—Islamic countries—Case studies